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First Person Action/RPG! Take on the role of a Federation Agent who suffers mental
trauma after being thrown into the front lines without a second thought. Invented in
the future, the Federation has created the technology that allows you to enter a state
of hyper-consciousness in order to survive and ultimately reveal the mysterious veil
that threatens to consume the Galaxy. This technology is now a licensed and tightly
controlled enterprise known as Transpath Industries. You will be guided by a mentor
who will begin to train you to use your powers to eliminate the threat of the veil.
Combat - Using a unique Active and Slotted Passive system, player skills can be used
in active mode or slotted into other skills for a passive effect. Want your rock tap to
stun? Done! Want your fire bomb to heal you? Done and done! Leveling - As you fight
and kill bad guys you will gain XP and level up your skills. Skills can be reused and re-
leveled indefinitely for unlimited combinations! Loot - Loot can be found, looted from
monsters in your quests, and recycled to create crafting materials for faction specific
upgrades Game Length - Playable in short or long sessions Playable on Mac - In an
update in early 2019 this will be supported! Support - For all your support needs check
out the forums, media or google Game Design - You will see this in the topics in the
forums! Game Updates - We understand that game updating can be a daunting task,
so here is how we plan on updating in 2019: - Upgrades - Balance - Playtesting -
Additional Content - Bug Fixes - Join the Official Imperatum Discord and let us know
what you think! Join the discussion on our forums: You can also join the discord: Join
Imperatum: History The game was started in 2017 by Matt Lawrie and Michael Hayes,
who are co-founders and programmers of Imperatio Studios. They were joined in 2018
by David Millar as Creative Director and Mila Gordy as

Features Key:
Embellishment of colorful but simple style day-to-day clothes
Realistic and detailed doll hair and makeup
Colorful and rich dresses, coats, and skirts

2016 Manufacturer Cooperation - DAIWA GROUP - BANDAI
SDN BHD

Texture up
Slip any clothes you want
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Upper, Body, Bicep, Waist, Leg, Hair and Face a

2016 Manufacturer Cooperation - FACE - FUJIFILM
CORPORATION

Lacy springy long hair split up
Ponytail texture
Cloth skirt with flower
Cloth belt with accent design
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